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EDITOR’S NOTE
HERE’S TO THE NEW KID

There has always been an unfortunate stigma attached to the new kid. No one really knows who he is, and 

no one is particularly interested in finding out. But out of the new kid’s anonymity comes one of the greatest 

opportunities of a lifetime: the chance personal rediscovery and reidentification. The ability to re-evaluate 

who she wants to be, and the chance to be that person to the world.

So here you sit. The new kid. One of 17,000 students in this Brick City you’ll call home for the next four 

years. No one here knows who you are or what you’re all about. And maybe, like so many others, you don’t 

either. Here, stretched out before you, is your perfect opportunity to find out. That’s the true beauty of the 

next four years; not the riveting coursework, or the crazy tiki-themed parties, but the gift of a chance to look 

at yourself in the proverbial mirror and decide who you want to be, and the freedom to become that person.

Today, we are both the new kid. We both have the chance to reinvent ourselves. I, for one, can’t wait to 

see all the amazing things that you’ll do, and the amazing people you’ll become over the next year. I look 

forward to meeting you, to telling your stories as you write them, to watching you discover who you really 

are, and to sharing what you uncover with the world.

So here’s to the new kid, and to his endless possibilities.

James Arn

EDITOR IN CHIEF

Please
Recycle

Do you remember those friendships you’ve been putting so much effort and dedication into the past decade? Well, it’s 
time to start all over again. And this time, you have 17,000 potential pals. Since your high school likely had a smaller 
student population, you’ll need to get used to that staggering number. You’re not likely to see the same person twice on 
your way to class. With the exception of floor and classmates, everyone around you is going to be a stranger, and best of 
all, you’re going to be a stranger to them. This is your fresh start. Here are some tips to make the best of it:

Breaking

by Vasia Ivanov | illustration by Jai Kamat

Welcome to college, you’re in the big leagues 
now. From the limitless opportunities to 
the more involved and focused classes, your 
world is about to change, hopefully for the 
better. But that change is going to take 
time, and one of the most exciting shifts 
will be to your social life.

MEETING PEOPLE IN COLLEGE

Out
OFYour

Shell

Be Active
RIT has around 200 on-campus clubs and 
organizations, catering to a vast array of interests. 
Take a walk on Club Days and look over some booths. 
See something you like? Go talk to the members 
about joining — it’s the easiest conversation starter 
there is. There are clubs for athletes, musicians, 
artists, actors, gamers and just about everyone 
else. Attending one of those club meetings may be 
intimidating at first, but remember: They all like 
what you like. Also consider joining a sorority or 
fraternity. While Greek Life isn’t for everyone, it’s 
a great way to meet new people and is a wonderful 
networking opportunity.

Additionally, the College Activities Board works 
to keep the campus as active and entertained as 
possible, and the information for their many events 
is readily available from their abundant fliers, the 
internet or your RA. They’re inexpensive, not very 
time consuming, and usually pretty fun. Events 
range from movie nights to dances to concerts, 
and whether you’re trying to meet new people or 
further develop relationships with new friends, 
you’ll probably succeed.

Be Willing
When you’re not busy with classes or newfound 

activities, try to keep yourself active on-floor. These 
small interactions can develop into friendships 
more easily than you realize. Round up a group 
of classmates and go to lunch — do it a few more 
times and it could become a weekly tradition. Also 
think about organizing study sessions or work 
time, where everyone can get together to help each 
other out and socialize in general.

When you’re in your room, keep your door open 
as often as you can. This will make others feel 
invited, and for all you know, your room could 
become the designated hangout area. Be sure to 
talk to your floor mates and get to know them 
better — they could very well become some of your 
closest friends. Also try to include those around 
you who might not be very outgoing; invite them 
to hang out if you think they might want to but are 
too shy to speak up. Include other people in your 
activities and eventually everyone you know will 
open up and show you who they really are.

Be Yourself
Most importantly, don’t be afraid to be yourself. 
You may feel pressure to be someone you’re 
not just to impress whoever’s around, but fake 
relationships will deteriorate as soon as people 
realize you’re not who you seem. Instead, do 
whatever comes naturally. Be yourself without 
being concerned if it will attract others, because 
on a campus of 17,000, there’s bound to be 
someone who shares your interests and wants to 
spend time with you.

cover illustration by Joanna Eberts
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TRIPLE P: 

by Alex Salsberg | illustration by Amber Gartung

How
T OMooch aRide

Persistence
Car Guy may not want to lend you his beloved 
automobile right away. Some would-be borrowers 
might establish a lasting friendship and build trust 
to gain access to the car, but there’s an easier way 
that doesn’t involve going to all of his ballroom 
dance recitals. The very first moment you require 
off-campus travel (Let’s get betta fish!), ask him for 
a ride. Wanting to be a “cool” floormate (unlike 
that guy with the beard) he will certainly comply. 

But don’t stop there; keep asking for rides. 
After the fifth trip to Wegmans (Let’s get Coca-
Cola!) he’ll tire of taxi driving, toss you the keys 
and pretend he trusts you. It’s even quicker if 
you’re a photo student (read: attractive). Let’s 
take 24 photos downtown! But after six hours of 
wandering through a bad neighborhood searching 
for a puddle that reflects sodium light, he’ll give 
up his keys without a fight (so you can photograph 
gravestones).

Payment
Now you’ve established a healthy mooching 
relationship with Car Guy, but soon you may look 
selfish. He may start to ask you to put gas in the 
car, but that costs upwards of $9,000 (and 9/10ths 
of a cent). Instead, buy him something cheap, but 
satisfying. When you arrive home with a Five 
Guys’ burger (bun, patty, cocaine), he’ll forget all 
about the gas. Other suggestions include betta fish, 
Coca-Cola, or five hilarious but ultimately useless 
items from Dollar Tree.

Hello, freshmen! You are currently 
enjoying the best moments of 
college. You like all your neighbors 
(In three weeks your floor will be 
severely cliquey and probably on 
fire) and you are not yet fat. But to 
continue the fun, you must befriend 
a certain someone on your floor. We 
will call him “Car Guy.”

Problem
This final tip will seal the deal. Borrow his car to go 
pick up your long-lost dying grandmother who is 
only in town for a few hours at the airport. On the 
way, have his car break down. Make it something 
that isn’t your fault (lie). Now, even though you 
were mooching, he will feel terrible that you didn’t 
get to see your estranged father who just got freed 
from a Chinese prison. Therefore, next time you 
ask him for the car, he’ll be so flattered that you 
still turn to him for a favor, he won’t notice your 
mooching. You’re officially golden! 

How did I grow so wise? Am I a mooching expert? 
Nope (don’t ask my roommate). Truth is, I was Car 
Guy. So next time you’re driving a floormate’s 
crappy car, perhaps you can put a gallon or two in 
the tank, for my sake (Actually, can you just put it 
in my tank?)

Maybe you thought that RIT’s quarter-mile long campus (complete with an ice cream parlor and a pretend SportsCenter 
set) would provide you with all the entertainment you needed for five years. But Car Guy knew better. He knew that 
someday he might actually want to explore the great city of Rochester, with its museums, restaurants and depressing 
zoo (Did you know polar bears can cry?). So, when he found out that freshmen were allowed to have cars, he proudly 
parked his white Dodge Spirit in B-Lot, which is just outside of Albany. If you learn to take advantage of Car Guy 
effectively, you could enjoy a (literal) free ride through RIT. Just follow these three handy tips (I call it Triple P):
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Dating is considered by many to be a trial and error experience. Upper-

class students consider RIT to be a place where “the odds are good but 

the goods are odd,” where men and women succumb to desperation 

from lack of emotional or physical satisfaction. Yet regardless of 

your previous dating experience, views of RIT, ego (or lack thereof), 

the RIT dating scene isn’t as hopeless as it‘s reputation suggests. The 

most important factor is to have confidence in yourself and be aware 

of certain ethical guidelines behind dating. Whatever your intention 

is, you need an understanding of social dynamics, post-hookup 

interactions, and relationship etiquette. Comprehending their means 

and ends is the most valuable component of a successful love life.

At RIT, dating is a realm of relative uncertainty, guided by no 

underlying principle other than personality and prudent judgment. 

As freshmen, you’ve landed yourself in the ever-expanding melting 

pot of dormitory life, which provides the necessary breeding 

grounds for fast-paced social interactions, late night candy binges 

and YouTube marathons. Whatever the situation, from all-night 

“Portal 2” sessions to cross-campus illicit adventures, the right 

circumstance for meeting someone you’re attracted do will 

eventually present itself.

To improve the odds, it’s best not to use pickup lines, wipe snot on 

your date’s jacket, or puke on them after only a moment’s discourse. 

College

The RIT scene ISN’T AS hopeless AS IT MAY SEEM.

 Dating
By Geoffrey H. Bliss | illustration by Joanna Eberts

Start small with polite conversation, expanding slowly into more 

personal topics such as where they grew up or what their favorite 

Pokémon is. As the night progresses, you may find yourself in the 

opportune position of having an engaging conversation about 

government conspiracies, astrophysics, or personal enlightenment. 

Assuming mutual attraction ensues, the remainder of the evening 

could eclipse all else. By asking your date to spend the night 

together, you could produce either lasting or extremely short 

mementos. Remember to start slow, taking note of what your date 

feels comfortable with.

In many cases, hookups have no meaning behind them other than 

an immediate response to latent, lust-filled urges. Worst case: he or 

she may never call you back. Best case: you may have found someone 

you can talk to and, one day, count on. Still, no serious relationship 

is built solely on a late night rendezvous. Many seek to get to know 

their date through actual dating, which is easy, enjoyable, and often 

fun. Planning dates around RIT is relatively simple. Depending on 

budget and time, seeing a movie, eating dinner together, or going on 

a bike trip are perfect ways to enjoy your time together. 

Whether you’re new or old to dating, just remember that every 

dating experience is often far from perfect. College is a time to 

experiment. Eventually you’ll find someone you’re compatible with.

events
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College is expensive, shockingly expensive. Nevermind that looming $100,000+ bill you’ll face in a few years 
— what about all the textbooks, notebooks, pens, pencils and flash drives you need now? Coupled with the 
odds and ends you’ll soon realize you left at home, suitable weekend entertaininment, and impulse purchases, 
you might find yourself a little strapped for cash. 

If you’re looking for a place to work, the best place 
to start is undoubtedly the Student Employment 
Office (SEO). Located in room 1350 of the Center 
for Student Innovation (CSI, 87), the SEO exists to 
help students navigate the various ins and outs of 
getting a job. 

Before you start looking for work, you’ll need 
to stop in at the office and obtain an SEO card; a 
quick and painless process. For U.S. Citizens or 
permanent residents, the process requires just 
a U.S. passport, or a driver’s license along with 
either a Social Security card or birth certificate. 
Foreign students  must present an F-1 Visa with 
I-20 or a J-1 Visa with DS-2019. Only original and 
unexpired documents are accepted, so be sure to go 
in prepared. You’ll also be required to fill out an I-9 
form in the office with some basic information and 
you’ll recieve your SEO card the same day. 

After obtaining your the card, you can begin 
looking for employment opportunities on campus. 
Most on-campus job listings can be found on 
the Student Employment Office’s website, which 
includes a basic rundown of responsibilities and 
any required qualifications. Contact information 
is provided under each listing, and students are 
encouraged to get in touch with those looking to 
hire. 

Amanda Feeney, assistant director of the SEO, 
stresses how important professionalism is in these 
situations, even if you’re just looking to be an 
assistant burger-flipper. She recommends you have 
your résumé and SEO card on hand and always 
look professional. If you do decide to just walk in 
looking for a job, Feeney suggests improving your 
chances of talking with someone by going during 
slower work hours. If you have any trouble finding 
a job, the SEO encourages students to contact the 
office directly to try and find a solution that can get 
you earning some dough.

Alternatively, if you’re looking to branch out 
from the RIT campus, the SEO has job listings for 
various local off-campus positions as well. These 

SNAGGING THE JOB
by Ali Coladonato

A STUDENT 
WORKER’S 
GUIDE TO 
G E T T I N G 
H I R E D

jobs are generally not linked to the SEO or RIT; 
the SEO merely acts as a means for local stores to 
gain access to cheap student labor. (Let’s face it; 
most of us would work for pizza and Mountain 
Dew.) Because of this, the SEO makes no guarantee 
about the safety, wages or working conditions of 
these places, or that you’ll even be hired. It remains 
an interesting venture, however, and if you have 
a means of transportation or a particularly 
specialized skill, it could be worth the look. 

Getting a job is a personal choice, but whether 
your current financial situation demands it or 

you’d just like a little extra money in your pocket, 
the SEO is an easy first step to finding work while 
in school. So do a bit of research, ask around, and 
see about taking on a little responsibility — you’ll 
come away with some experience, some good 
stories and all that sweet green.

For more information and current job listings, 
check out the SEO website at http://rit.edu/emcs/seo

THE PROVINCE 

S T U D E N T  L I V I N G  N E A R  R I T 
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FIRST BASE: Landmarks
You don’t want to show up to your first day of baseball practice and ask 
the coach where the right-field foul pole is, and you don’t want to stand 
dumbfounded when a fellow student asks you to meet them at the Sentinel 
either. Know the lay of the land.

There are three important sculptures along the quarter mile, which, 
unfortunately, bear little resemblance to their names. The Sundial is in front 
of Grace Watson Hall (GWH, 25), or more commonly known as Gracie’s. At 
first glance, it looks more like a radar dish or futuristic weapon than a sundial. 
The Sentinel stands guard in front of the Student Alumni Union (SAU, 4) and 
George Eastman Hall (EAS, 1) about halfway down the quarter mile. The 
sculpture has a big bronze base and doesn’t really look like anything at all. 
Eight years after it was first erected, a rumor exists that it looks like a knight on 
a horse, if you see it from the right angle, and squint. Lastly, there’s the Infinity 
sculpture — “Construction #105” — in the middle of the Infinity Quad. This 
one is a weird looking oval unless you’re standing at just the right angle, at just 
the right time, with just the right head tilt. Sometimes, standing on one foot 
helps too. In these cases it looks like ∞, the mathematical symbol for infinity. If 
you stand still long enough, you’ll see that this sculpture also rotates on its axis.

SECOND BASE: The Jargon
RIT is laden with jargon. Baseball players have “dead red” batters and the 

“hosshide” on their balls, and RIT has “Commons” and “Jesus.”
Don’t confuse the Commons and Crossroads. The Commons (technically 

the Hettie L. Shumway Dining Commons, but calling it that is also a rookie 
mistake) is located on the second floor of the CSD Student Development Center 
(CSD, 55) on the residential side of campus. The food it offers is generally 
considered a step up from Gracie’s. Crossroads (CRS, 89) is an entirely 
different building on the academic side, near Global Village. Crossroads is a 
mix between a fast food place, convenience store and a coffee shop.

At some point you’ll undoubtedly hear a student or two talking about going to 
“Jesus.” It’s likely they’re just saying “GCCIS,” the acronym for the Golisano College 
of Computing and Information Sciences, which is in Golisano Hall (GOL,70). 

by David Keith Gasser | illustration by Amber Gartung

Survive
YOUR Rookie

How
T O

Season

WELCOME TO THE BIG LEAGUES

There are a number of things a typical RIT 
freshman does that will identify him as a 
newbie. These are the rookie mistakes you 
need to avoid at all costs. Heed the most 
obvious examples we’ve outlined here and 
you’ll be off the bench and running the 
bases in no time.

THIRD BASE: Following the Plays
Your classes are at different times on different days in different buildings. The 
first few times you mess up your schedule, it can be chalked up to the start of 
new quarter, but after that you’re just a noob. Fix the problem by printing out 
a handy-dandy, color coded copy of your schedule. The RIT Schedule Maker, 
created by John Resig of Computer Science House, is every RIT student’s 
savior and can be found online at http://schedule.csh.rit.edu.  This also comes 
in handy when you’re comparing potential schedules come registration time. 
Use it, and learn it well.

As you are attending classes, remember to keep things in moderation. Babe 
Ruth didn’t hit all those home runs because he swung wildly; he finessed the 
ball. Some things may not lend themselves to the idea of “just a little bit.” “World 
of Warcraft” is the perfect example. Keep gaming within sane limits and leave 
time for schoolwork and real life interactions. By the same token, doing nothing 
but calculus can be just as destructive. Leave time for goofing off too! You’re in 
college. You’re never going to have another chance to fill your neighbor’s room 
with newspaper or build a slip-and-slide in the hallway. (Hint: You’ll need a roll 
and a half of Duck tape to attach a dorm chair to the ceiling.)

HOMEPLATE: Scoring
I don’t know how else to put it. So, instead of beating around the, well, bush, 
I’m just going to come right out and say it. You are most likely not “the man,” 
and the ladies are not all just standing around waiting for the chance to make 
your too-small dorm mattress creak.

This goes for both ladies and gents. Just because your high school buddies 
thought you were pretty hot stuff doesn’t mean that all the girls and guys 
here are going to agree. You have to earn that. While it is true that college 
relationships tend to progress faster and more intensely than those from your 
previous life, that does not give you a license to walk around looking to bone 
anything that moves. Even if by some miracle you pulled it off, you don’t want 
all the awkward elevator rides and crossed-paths on the quarter mile that 
comes from a freshman year spent a bit  too promiscuously.

WITR.RIT.EDU

 PULSE OF MUSICTHE

JOIN WITR
WANT TO BE A  DJ, PRODUCER, ENGINEER?

SEND AN EMAIL TO    MAL@WITR.RIT.EDU
OR STOP BY THE STUDIO IN THE BASEMENT OF THE SAU

CALL OR TEXT REQUESTS TO 585.475.2271 FACEBOOK.COM/89.7WITR INSTANT MESSAGE THE DJ: WITRDJ

CHECK OUT
THE NEWEST RELEASES AND OLDEST VINYL

FROM ARCADE FIRE TO FRANK ZAPPA.
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Word On the Street
Advice for the Freshmanby Juan Madrid

“Get ready to get 
your ass kicked.”

“Get on your networking.”

“Bring rain gear.”

“Learn to balance fun 
and class.”

Mark Vaugn | 5th Year Mechanical Engineering

Annecia Black | 4th Year Packaging Science

Haqi Jamison  | 4th Year New Media Design

Patricia Johnson | 3rd Year Biomedical Sciences 

GET INVOLVED!
follow us at EventsAtRIT on 

www.campuslife.rit.edu
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compiled by Victor GroupRINGS All calls subject to editing and truncation. Not all calls will be run. 
REPORTER reserves the right to publish all calls in any format.

585.672.4840

Just wanted to let you know that the 
Java hipsters are reproducing...saw them 
chilling outside the library with a tatted 
baby that was smoking a cigarette. 

I just saw a fish in the UC pond. It must be a 
super fish bred to survive that water. 

Just passed by a group of students staring at the 
infinity quad statue as they attempt to figure 

out what symbol it makes when it spins.  
I wish I was joking. 

Holy [Harry Potter], 
I’m a wizard!

If I have a nudist party in 
Colony Manor, is it a 
nudist colony?

Jesus liked to party too! 
He turned water turned into wine!

A couple in the lab did 
the upside down kiss and 

referred to each other as 
Spiderman and Mary Jane...  

I know, I puked in my mouth too. 

I just pooped my pants. 

Rings, I’m 

Soo0bdee3eRrrr!  
 

Yo Rings, I’m eating veal, 
and it’s damn good.  

What up PETA?! 

Thursday, 3:22 p.m.

Thursday, 6:35 p.m. Friday, 4:33 p.m.

Sunday, 3:02 p.m.

Sunday, 12:19 a.m.

Wednesday, 9:40 p.m.

Saturday, 11:36 p.m.

Saturday, 4:08 p.m.

Friday, 2:10 a.m.

Sunday, 7:16 p.m.
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RIT’s Caroline Werner Gannett Project

Visit www.cwgp.org

“Visionaries
in Motion V”

2011-2012

A LL E VENTS A RE F REE A ND O PEN T O T HE P UBLIC

Dr. Esther M. Conwell
“Conductive Properties of DNA”
September 15 (Carlson Aud., Bldg 76, 8 pm)

2010 National Medal of Science recipient; 
member, Natl. Academy of Sciences and Natl. 
Academy of Engineering; joint appointment in 
chemistry and physics, University of Rochester

Ryan Knighton
“It’s Like, for Real: A Life
in Autopathography”
October 10 (Webb Aud. 8 pm)

Canadian-born journalist, memoirist, 
professor and screenwriter; author of 
Cockeyed; C’mon Papa: Dispatches from a 
Dad in the Dark

Fred Ritchin
“After Photography”
November 3 (Webb Aud. 8 pm)

Prof. of Photography and Imaging, NYU Tisch 
School of the Arts; author of After Photography; 
and In Our Own Image; former picture editor, 
New York Times Magazine

Drew Berry
“Science and Aesthetics of Biology
through a Microscope”
December 8 (Webb Aud. 8 pm)

MacArthur award-winning biomedical 
animator at the Walter and Eliza Hall Institute 
of Medical Research, Melbourne, Australia 

Sebastian Seung
“Searching for the Self in the
Brain’s Connections”
February 2 (Webb Aud. 8 pm)

Prof of Computational Neuroscience, MIT; 
investigator with Howard Hughes Medical 
Institute; conducts interdisciplinary research 
in physics, computer science, neuroscience

Charles Burns
“Drawn in the Dark: The Art
of Charles Burns”
March 15 (Webb Aud. 8 pm)

Award-winning cartoonist and illustrator; 
author of Big Baby; Skin Deep; Black 
Hole; X’ed Out

David Bornstein
“Are We on the Verge of
a New Enlightenment?”
April 2 (Carlson Aud. 8 pm)

Social innovator, founder of Dowser.org; “Fixes” 
column in The New York Times; author, How to 
Change the World: Social Entrepreneurship and 
the Power of New Ideas 

Elizabeth Turk
“Emptiness of Matter”
May 2 (Webb Aud. 8pm)

MacArthur award-winning artist and sculptor; 
named Smithsonian Research Fellow, 2011
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